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season with UT Martin win - 9
• MSU softball sweeps Sand Dollar
Classic in Gulf Shores, Ala. -9
Murray, KY 42071

Imes says House
pace blistering;
Humphries bill
reaches other side

Burdette:

MSU still
making
repairs for
water damage

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
After missing an entire week
due to inclement weather, the
Kentucky state House of
Representatives exploded with
activity last
week in an
effort to play
catchup.
Bill after bill
.came through
the House and
now is in possession of the
state Senate
Imes
after a blistering
week
inside
the
Kentucky
State Capitol
in Frankfort.
"It was quite
a week," said
5th
District
state
Rep.
Kenny Imes
(R -Murray),
estimating that
the House averaged sending 20
to 25 bills to the Senate each
day. "Still, that's not really the
best way of trying to do things,
certainly isn't the most efficient, but our caucus (consisting
of all Republicans of that chamber) does a good job of trying to
get out information to us as to
what each bill we have coming
through contains. You do feel

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Murray State University is
continuing to repair the water
damage close to two dozen
buildings received last weekend from a combination of rain
and melting snow.
David Burdette. MSU's interim chief facilities officer, said
the rainfall that started the
evening of Friday. Feb. 20,
eventually dropped almost 4
inches on campus in addition to
the accumulation left by the

•See Page 2
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Above, a solid line of customers
extends outside of the weatherprotective canopy Sunday on the
opening day of the 2015 season
for Murray Dairy Queen on Main
Street. The DO is seen as an institution in Murray for maintaining its
walk-up order format and has kept
a traditional opening aate of
March 1 for several years. At left,
Brayden York, 4, of Almo points to
the cone and accompanying cup
of ice cream his father, Rusty, just
purchased at the popular local
eatery.

II See Page 5

Tornado drill
planned for
Tuesday AM
Staff Report
The local 2015 Tornado
Safety Drill is scheduled for at
approximately
9:17
a.m.
Tuesday, according to Calloway
County
Emergency
Management Director Bill Call.
Call said the National Weather
Service would trigger the alert
announcing the drill Tuesday

•See Page 5

If any of you lacks wisdom,
he should ask God, who
gives generously to all without finding fault, and it will be
given to him.
James 1:5

Good Morning
to Ledger & Times
subscriber:

Harol Quiram
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By AUSTIN FtAMSEY
Staff Writer
Several hundred dogs enjoyed a day of pampering and
attention at Murray State University over the weekend.
Saturday marked the latest installment of the Animal
Health Technology/Pre-veterinary Club's Doggie Day Spa —
a student-led event to give canines in the Murray-Calloway
County region a little one-on-one attention.
Owners brought their dogs to the Carman Animal Health
Center on College Farm Road for baths, nail trimmings and
ear washings. Representatives with the Humane Society of
Calloway County were also embedding microchips in dogs.
Club President Katie Groves, an MSU senior from Elkton,
said Doggie Day Spa has been a tradition in the community for more than a decade now. It is the club's primary
fundraiser, and Groves said it is an important both for the
community and students in related majors.
"Doggie Day was originally proposed by a student."
Groves said. "It funds the organization and provides a serv-
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Shelby Vandergraff trims Benjamin's nails at the Doggie Day Spa at Murray State University
Saturday. Brandi Stahl, middle, and Shelby Persin look on.
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Daily Forecast
The National Weather Service,
Monday: Partly sunny, with a
high near 40. Northeast wind 7
to 10 mph.
Monday Night: A 50 percent
chance of rain after midnight.
Cloudy, with a temperature rising to around 41 by 5am.
Northeast wind 5 to 7 mph
becoming south southeast after
midnight.
Tuesday: Showers and possibly a thunderstorm. High near
61. South southwest wind 7 to
17 mph, with gusts as high as
26 mph. Chance of precipitation
is 90 percent.
Tuesday Night: Rain and
possibly a thunderstorm. Low
around 36. South southwest

wind 11 to 15 mph becoming
north northwest after midnight.
Winds could gust as high as 21
mph. Chance of precipitation is
90 percent.
Wednesday: Rain and snow
likely. Cloudy, with a high near
36. North wind 8 to 10 mph.
Chance of precipitation is 70
percent.
Wednesday Night: A 50 percent chance of snow. Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 18.
Thursday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 28. North wind 6 to
8 mph.
Thursday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 12.
North northeast wind around 6
mph becoming calm in the
evening.
Friday: Sunny, with a high
near 39. Light and variable wind.
Friday Night: Mostly clear,
with a low around 22. South
southwest wind 3 to 5 mph.
Saturday: Sunny, with a high
near 46. South southwest wind
around 5 mph becoming light
and variable in the afternoon.
Saturday Night: Mostly clear,
with a low around 26. Light and
variable wind.
Sunday: Mostly sunny, with a
high near 47. Calm wind.

•Water damage...
From Front
winter storm that hit Feb. 15
that was soon followed by even
more snow. He said 22 buildings on campus suffered some
kind of water damage by the
time the rain ended.
Burdette said the university
was fortunate that most of the
damage was only to ceiling tile.
He said the Department for
Facilities Management would
be trying to replace the tile in
the next 2-3 weeks, and the
most difficult part of this
replacement work so far has
been finding tile to match the
color of the older, undamaged
tile.
Burdette said the university
also sent its damages report for
possible reimbursement to
Calloway County Emergency
Management by the noon deadline set by the Federal
Emergency
Management

Agency (FEMA) for Friday,
Feb. 27. This week, Facilities
Management plans to do the initial insurance claim estimate,
he said.
"That's just to put them (the
insurance company) on notice
that we've had damage,"
Burdette said. "Then, over the
next two or three weeks as we
get into the freeze-thaw cycle, if
there's any more damage, that
will be added to the insurance
claim."
Burdette said he wanted to
thank
the
Facilities
Management staff for their hard
work in the aftermath of the
winter storm.
"We went from fighting snow
to preparing for a possible electric outage to then flood and
water to control the damage,
Burdette said, adding, "I just
can't say enough about this
crew. The star of the team is the
team."

111 Doggie Day Spa...
From Front
ice to the community,but it really provides an opportunity for
students to become comfortable
doing the things that they have
learned in the classroom. It
gives them real-world experience."
Groves said service majors
like pre-veterinary, veterinary or
animal
health
technology
require experience to get good
jobs.
"This is something that they
can take, into the workforce,"
she said. "It helps them understand communication and how
it applies to their education
much better. Communication is
critical to the practice of veterinary medicine."
Doggie Day Spa is held usually three times a year at the university, Groves said, and features often about 100 volunteers

who grow to develop positive
relationships with repeat customers — both human and canine
alike.
Senior lecturer Dean Ann
Provine said she is always
pleased after a Doggie Day Spa
event.
"Students gain exposure and
skills," Provine said. "They
learn these things in school, but
you can never restrain too many
times, you can never trim nails
too many times, you can never
bathe a dog too many times.
These are skills you need to be
constantly perfecting. And there
are dogs in the region that need
it."
Provine said students usually
use each event as a way to educate dog owners on often overlooked canine health and
lifestyle tips.
"It's a win-win for everyone,"
she said.

Butt
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Megan Libra holds on to her new friend Turner at the Doggie
Day Spa Saturday. Larger dogs were bathed in a seperate
room than smaller dogs.

CCFR patrols help many after recent winter weather
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
During the recent winter
storm, many drivers had their
vehicles become stuck in snow
or had vehicles slide off roads.
Chances are, those drivers
received help in escaping those
predicaments from Calloway
County Fire-Rescue volunteers,
who logged an estimated 900
hours going from one assist to
another.
"We went 24/7, and I'd say
we had three or four people who
never left (CCFR Station 1 in
Murray). They pretty well
stayed there and never left,
except for wheli., they were out
looking to help 'people," said
CCFR Chief Tommy Morgan of
the schedule kept by his team
beginning the night of Sunday,
Feb. 15, through last Monday
morning. In that time,three separate winter weather systems
struck
western
Kentucky,
dumping about 6 inches of
snow, an inch of sleet and 2-3
inches of rain.
"With that last winter system
(that brought sleet and freezing

rain the afternoon and evening
of Feb. 20), by 9 or 10 o'clock
that night, you couldn't stand up
on the road," Morgan said. "It
was like a skating rink, but you
had to be out there ready to
respond, because you know that
there always will be people that
try to drive in this stuff. They're
eventually probably going to
need help."
Morgan said CCFR operated
its snow patrol on the same
schedule it has used for several
years. It rotates as many of its
personnel as can be available to
operate three eight-hour shifts,

simply patrolling the roads of
the county, from the Marshall
County line to the north to the
Tennessee state line to the south.
"We use our four-wheel trucks
and brush trucks, mainly'," he
said. "They make it easier to get
around on the roads when we
have this kind of weather. Plus,
they're not as mucii of a liability issue as it would be with our
bigger trucks. I'm sure people
would see us ou there moving
around and wond ,'Gee, what
are they doing in thi stuff?' But
they sure were glad o see us
when they did get into ouble.

"Most of the situations we
were involved with simply were
for people who just got stuck in
the snow, while a few others
were for people who slid off the
road and needed to be pulled out
of trouble. I think we only had
bne actual wreck call, where
any real damage was sustained
by a vehicle.
"Every day,though, we'd have
people do these shifts, then it
would start all over again. Every
time there's snow, this is what
we do."

JOHN WRIGHT I Ledger & TImes
IS ON: Kim Cacciola of Paris, Tennessee and her daughter, Cynthia, right.
browse a rack full of dresses during the annual Formal Dress Sale Saturday at Murray High
School. The $10 fee required to sell a dress goes to MHS's Project Graduation fund, while
profits from sales of the dresses themselves go to the sellers. An additional session of this sale
is scheduled for 3:30-7 p.m., today in the common's area of the campus at the intersection of
Doran Road and Sycamore Street.
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Ms. Vickery is a nationally recognized, Board Certified
Hearing Instrument Specialist. She is the Chair of the
National Board for Certification in Hearing Instrument
Sciences, Past-President of the Hearing Aid Association of
Kentucky, CEO of the Mid-America Conference on Hearing,
and a member of the International Hearing Society.
If you have trouble hearing clearly...
we invite you to see Ms. Vickery and find out if a
hearing aid will help.
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AGRICULTURE
Butterfly considered for protection
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By HEATHER HOLLINGSWORTH
Associated Press
KANSAS CITY, Mo.(AP) — A butterfly being
considered for federal protection is emblematic of
the plight that pollinating insects face in part
because farmers, enticed by ethanol mandates, are
growing more herbicide-resistant crops, which has
stripped millions of acres of crucial plant habitat.
Herbicide makers say they're committed to helping the black-and-orange insects, whose numbers
have plummeted by more than 90 percent in the past
two decades. And environmentalists seeking protection for monarchs under the Endangered Species Act
said restoring milkweed habitat would help other
pollinating insects, too, such as honey bees, whose
numbers of managed colonies have dropped by
more than 4 million beehives since 1947.
"My feeling is if the monarch goes, it is like the
canary in the coalmine," ecologist Lincoln Brower
with Sweet Briar College in Virginia said.
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service is taking comments and data about monarchs through March 2,

and a decision on whether to list the monarch as
threatened is due in December. Although a plan for
helping the monarch wouldn't be developed unless it
gains "threatened" status, the solution needs to
address herbicides as well as mowing public roadsides less frequently, Brower said.
Some monarch populations migrate thousands
of miles from breeding and wintering grounds, but
along the route, there is less of the milkweed they
depend upon to nourish them and on which they
lay their eggs,a loss caused by more corn and soybeans, logging, construction and a drought that
peaked in 2012.
Environmentalists say the butterfly's decline —
the ovenvinter population in Mexico reached a
low in 2013 — has coincided with the rise of St.
Louis-based agribusiness giant Monsanto's popular weed killer Roundup, blamed for knocking out
the milkweed plants. Monsanto then introduced
Roundup Ready crops, which resist the herbicide,
with a soybean version in 1996 and a corn version
in 1998.

AP photo

Calloway farmer, high school teacher
donates funds to county FFA chapter
By GRACIE WEINZIERL
For five years, America's Farmers Grow
U.S. Department of Agriculture
Communities has collaborated with farmers to
MURRAY,Ky.(February 24, 2015) — Calloway donate over $16.5 million to over 7300 communiCounty FFA has received a $2,500 donation from ty organizations across rural America. This year
local farmer Jacob Falwell and America's Farmers winning farmers will direct another $3.3 million to
Grow Communities, sponsored by the Monsanto nonprofits to help fight rural hunger, purchase life
Fund. The donation will help support FFA mem- saving fire and EMS equipment, support ag youth
bers attending career development and leadership leadership programs, buy much needed classroom
training events.
resources, and so much more.
"I'm just thrilled, this is tremendous," said
America's Farmers Grow Communities is part
Falwell when he heard that he was selected as the of the America's Farmers initiative. Since 2010,
winning farmer in Calloway County.
the America's Farmers campaign and programs
As the FFA Advisor, Falwell did not have to have advocated on behalf of farmers and their
think twice about where he should direct his dona- efforts to meet society's needs through agriculture.
tion. The chapter maintains a policy that if an FFA Today,consumers are more interested than ever in
member wins a Career Development Event, or agriculture and how food is grown. Consider joinCDE,the chapter will pay for the member's trip to ing the conversation and helping to raise awarethe state or national contest.
ness
about
agriculture.
Learn
more
"The money will go a long way towards cover- atFoodDialogues.com.
ing the expenses of sending students to state and
A sister program in the America's Farmers
national conventions, as well as the FFA effort, Grow Rural Education, is currently in its
Leadership Training Center in Hardinsburg," said farmer nomination phase. Farmers interested in
Falwell."FFA develops leaders in our community, supporting math and science education in their
and I'm excited to be able to give to an organiza- communities
should
visit
tioa.that a,
w, firsthand, does so much for Or www.GrowRuralEducation.com from
now
futalit
in agriculture".
througivApril I tudearn how.

Farm Bill deadlines approach for Ky. producers
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Monarch butterflies
climb up a twig, at
the Piedra Herrada
sanctuary, near
Valle del Bravo,
Mexico. The population of the butterfly,
that migrates thousands of miles each
year from winter
nesting grounds in
Mexico, has been
shrinking partly
because farmers
are growing more
herbicide-resistant
crops that have
stripped millions of
acres of milkweed
they depend on to
nourish them along
their route.

By WINNIE BREEDING
U.S. Department of Agriculture
WASHINGTON
—
U.S.
Department of Agriculture's
(USDA) Farm Service Agency
(FSA) John W. McCauley
reminded producers of upcoming—impertaru—deadlines for the
new safety-net programs established by the 2014 Farm Bill,
known as Agriculture Risk
Coverage(ARC)and Price Loss
Coverage (PLC).
The final day to update yield
history or reallocate base acres
is Feb. 27, and the final day for
farm owners and producers to
choose coverage is March 31.
"These programs provide
financial protection against
unexpected changes in the marketplace, so now is the time to
have those final conversations,
to ask any remaining questions,
and to visit the Farm Service
Agency to make these decisions," said McCauley.
"For the first time in many
years, farmers have the opportunity to update yields or reallocate
base, but if no changes are made

by Feb. 27, the farm's current
yield and base will be used," said
McCauley. "If no program election occurs by March 31, then
there will be no 2014 payments
for the farm and the farm will
default to PLC coverage through
the 2018 crop year."
Nationwide, more than 3.500
training sessions have been conducted on the new safety-net
programs, including 43 in
Kentucky.
The online tools, available at
www.fsa.usda.gov/arc-plc,
allow producers to explore projections on how ARC or PLC
coverage will affect their operation under possible future scenarios.
Covered commodities include
barley, canola, large and small
chickpeas, corn, crambe,
flaxseed, grain sorghum, lentils,
mustard seed, oats, peanuts, dry
peas, rapeseed, long grain rice,
medium grain rice (which
includes short grain rice), safflower seed, sesame, soybeans,
sunflower seed and wheat.
Upland cotton is no longer a

covered commodity.
To learn more, farmers can
contact their local Farm Service
Agency county office. To find
your
local
visit
office
http://offices.usda.gov.
The Farm Bill builds on historic economic gains in rural
America over the past six years,
while achieving meaningful
reform and billions of dollars in
savings for the taxpayer. Since
enactment. the U.S. Department
of Agriculture has made significant progress to implement each
provision of this critical legislation. including providing disaster relief to farmers and ranchers; strengthening risk management tools; expanding access to
rural credit; funding critical
research: establishing innovative public-private conservation
partnerships; developing new
markets for rural-made products; and investing in infrastructure, housing and community
facilities to help improve quality
of life in rural America. For
information,
more
visit
www.usda.gov/farmbill.

Serving Calloway County
Farmers Since 1919

270-753-4703
kyfb.comicalloway
liotcee eadoectely eoefirty:

Light the Way 4,
to a Cure!
Relay For Life Luminaria Ceremony
Sat., May 2,2015 - 8:00 p.m.
MSU's Roy Stewart Stadium
Closing Ceremony to Follow
Luminaria Order Form

1

RELAY
FOR LIFE

$5.00 Minimum Donation Requested Per Luminaria
. Light a lurninarla in MEMORY of a loved one or friend who has lost his or her battle
with cancer or to HONOR a loved one or friend who is a survivor. Each Iuminaria will be
personalized with the name of the person being remembered or honored. Please join us for
this special event!
CI In Honor of:

LI In Memory of:

(Please use oneform per person)

Name
Please Print Clearly
Purchased By
For credit to Team - Team Name:
Daytime Phone
Donation Enclosed $

Total Number of Luminaria Bags for this Person

0 Cash U Check made payable to American Cancer Society
U No acknowledgment necessary or CI Send acknowledgment card to:
Name
Address
City/State/Zip
Please mail Luminaria Order Form and donation to

Relay For Life, 2208 Brookhaven Dr., Murray,KY 42071
Or return to the sponsor below. For more information, contact 270-293-2971
CANCER SURVIVORS:
To pick up a shirt at Relay, you must register by March 20. Call Tiffany at 270-227-0028
Luminaria sponsored by:

SHOP LOCAL
GET PERSONALIZED DISH SERVICE AND GREAT TV
CHOOSE YOUR PACKAGE AND SAVE'
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2012 Mercedes-Benz C250

Sh

OF THE

I have a real beauty for you this week. If anything speaks luxury it's this
vehicle. Equipped with top of the line technology, moon roof, Bluetooth for
hands free phone calls and so much more. Under 28,000 miles.

Stop by or call us today 270-753-5273.

5273 1wwwiPartwrifgArAdxgm
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DATEBOOK
esday
CUBS to meet Wedn
ay. March 4, at

CUBS will meet Wednesd
at noon. The
Glendale Road Church of Christ
from the
Clause
Joyce
include
will
agenda
ion
about the
informat
Journey Church sharing
and
children
families;
for
Pathway Program
with
ion
informat
CASA
of
Harlan
Lindsey
Abuse Prevention
about the upcoming Child
will give an
Month in April; Debbie Smith
Dr. Peter Weber,
and
Souls
for
Soup
on
update
ty
Datebook the new director of the Murray StatewillUniversi
present
Studies,
hip
Leaders
Martha
Nonprofit
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Olympics basketball team. the RocketsWhtte, placed
SPECIAL OLYMPICS BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT: The Special
in Bowling Green. Team membersfriaured, from left,
held
fourth in Division B of the regional basketball tournament recently
Corey Runyon; second row: Crystal Estes, Cheryl
and
Wright
front row, are: Mason Woodcock, Tate Woodcock, Taylor
Jon Lynn; third row: Leigh Toby, Justin Bailey, Courtney Byerly,
Chestnut, Phillip Howard, Phillip Lusk. Stephen Norsworthy and
Logan Howes, Ken Ashlock and Matthew Ashlock.

meet
Dexter-Almo Water District to
District will hold its

The board of the Dexter-Almo Heights Water
at the water office
monthly meeting Thursday, March 5, at 6 p.m.
located at 351 Almo Road, Almo.

CCPL to offer free computer classes
Special to the Ledger
The Calloway County Public
Library will offer computer
classes during the month of
March. All classes are free of
charge, however, pre-registration is required. Class space is
limited and is filled on a firstcome,first-serve basis. To register, contact the library at 270753-2288.
The class schedule is as follows:
•Tuesday, March 3,5-7 p.m. Computer Basics for Beginners
Session - Get to know your

A lg.,
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COMINIOTT

HAPPENINGS
by Jenise Howard

computer. This session will be
an introduction to computer
basics for beginners. This class
will discuss the parts of the
computer, how to operate the
computer such as on/off functions, how to operate a mouse
and keyboard, and how to customize your screen settings.
This is not a class to learn how
- to type.
• Thursday, March 5, 2:304:30 p.m. - Computer Basics for
Beginners Session - Exploring
Windows 7. This session will
introduce the Window's 7 operating system. Participants will
learn about the functions and
programs on Windows 7. This
class will also teach how to navigate and understand the basic
programs on Windows 7.
• Tuesday, March 10,5-7 p.m.
for
Basics
Computer
Beginners Session - Internet
basics. This session will be an
introduction to the Internet. The
class will discuss common terminology for internet use such
as web browser, downloading.
uploading and search engine.
The classs will also teach you
how to surf the internet and
identify common problems that

Ciao! Or as we southerners would
say,"Chow," or "Hello" in Italian.
We have been on a wonderful trip
to Italy this week. The scenery has
'been breathtaking from the glorious mountains to the exquisite
coastline. We saw all the esteemed
art pieces including "The Last
Supper" by Leonardo da Vinci and
Michelangelo's "David" The wine
country. was divine and some of us
really didn't want to leave it but we
had to travel on. Let me take you
through our awesome journey.
We traveled through all the major
cities and walked so much our feet
were tired in the beautiful countryside. We saw the fashion statement in Milan by such designers
as Versace, Dolce & Gabbana, and
skiucci. We went to the Storza Castle and the great Cathedral built in
the 14th century. Then it was off to
Venice where we rode in a Gondola on the Great Canal and admired
all the cityscape. Our adventure
took us to Naples, home of the
pizza where we had some amazing
food including homemade cannoli.
Then our last stop was of course
Rome home to the Colosseum and
the infamous Trevi Fountain and
the historical Pantheon.
We took a break in midweek and
enjoyed our book club with our
own famous Sandy Linn. We enjoyed even more pastries and some
great fellowship. It was a nice
break for all of us and actually
let us do some resting between all
the sightseeing. We also planned
some future events with Sandy
that we are all excited about.
Ethel Fitzer celebrated her birthday this week. We hope that she
had a special day and has many
many more. After all, not too many
people get to spend their birthday
in a foreign country. We finished
our week by playing Bocce, an
Italian yard game. The competition
was fierce but very entertaining.
After our long journey home we
are planning a little R&R for a few
days, then back to some more excitement next week. So for now,
arrivederci, good-bye until then.
...Where priceless
memories are made.
Utierback Rd • Murray, Ky
Phone:(270) 74-8700

show up when searching.
• Thursday, March 12, 2:304:30 p.m. - Computer Basics for
Session
Beginners
Introduction to email(gmail).
This session will introduce participants to email accounts, how
to create personal emails. how
to create and send email, how to
attach files to an email, how to
search email, how to move
emails between folders and how
to add contacts.
• Tuesday. March 17, 5-7 p.m.
for
Basics
Computer
Session
Beginners
Introduction to Microsoft Word.
This session will introduce
Microsoft Word. Participants
will learn how to open
Microsoft Word and basic functions. Participants will learn
how to create word document,
save a document, name a document, find a template for different documents such as a resume,
report, memo,letter or any other
business or personal document„
how to customize a document
such as font size, bullets, color
changes and page layout.
• Thursday. March 19, 2:304:30 p.m. - Computer Basics for
Beginners Session - Microsoft

shop
Alexander to conduct writing work
ing a writing

Word Advanced. This class will
build on the Microsoft Word
class but anyone can attend.
This class will look deeper into
Microsoft Word and the following functions: working with
columns, working with hyperlinks, working with shapes, text
boxes and WordArt, inserting
clip art and pictures, formatting
pictures, styles and themes,
working with headers and footers, reviewing documents,
working with tablets. SmartArt
graphics using a template, and
using mail merge
• Tuesday, March 24, 5-7 p.m.
for
Basics
Computer
Session
Beginners
Introduction to Microsoft Excel.
This class will introduce participants to Microsoft Excel. The
following MS Excel topics will
be covered: getting started with
Excel, cell basics, modifying
columns, rows and cells, formatting cells, saving, creating
simple formulas, worksheet
basics, printing, common tasks
in Excel and creating complex
formulas. Depending on class
progression. this may continue
into advanced session topics.

Adoption education seminar rescheduledses-

Murray writer Constance Alexander is conduct
Center
workshop at the Murray-Calloway County Senior
p.m.
12:30-2
from
11,
March
ay,
Wednesd
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4
March
Wednesday,
capon
be
will
p
worksho
in the Kelleher Room. The focus of the
and
children
their
with
share
to
want
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turing the stories participa
particbut
y
necessar
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ce
experien
writing
prior
No
grandchildren.
by the
ipants are asked to sign up in advance, either by stopping
-0929.
270-753
calling
or
Center at 607 Poplar Street

held
Toolbox gardening program to be
ces with raised

Gardener Phyllis Robertson will share her experien
bed gardening at the McCracken County Master Gardener Toolbox
n
on Tuesday. March 3,at 5 p.m. at the McCracken County Extensio
and
charge
no
is
There
.
Paducah
Road,
Office, 2705 Olivet Church
no advance registration is required.
Emeritus at Murray is hosting a seminar on the VA Aid and
Attendance Benefits on Tuesday. March 3. at 6 p.m. The program
will be presented by Susan Battaglia, Veterans Benefit Assist. The
seminar will highlight how veterans, their spouses or widows can
qualify for financial assistance to help cover the cost of assisted living. For more information, call Emeritus at Murray at 270-7591555.

to the weather. The opening
and orphan care.
Special to the Ledger
sion will begin at 9 a.m., with
nal
Hope That Binds' educatio
Without support and informaother sessions beginning at 9:30
orphan
and
tion, adoption can be an intimi- seminar on adoption
am., 10:15 a.m. and 11 a.m.
28,
March
.
Saturday
be
overwhelming care will
and
dating
There will be nine presentafrom
Church
Baptist
Hardin
endeavor which involves much at
is $5 tions during three time slots, so
paperwork and many decisions. 9-11:45 a.m. Admission
begin at participants will be able to
A local ministry wants to help and registration will
origi- choose three sessions to attend.
provide information and net- 8:30 a.m. This event was
be:
will
sessions
y. The
Saturda
working opportunities for those nally scheduled for
Church
n;
Adoptio
ring
Conside
due
ed
postpon
interested in adoption. fostering Feb. 21, but was
Ministry; Connecting; Finance;
International
Fostering;
gency
Study/A
Home
n;
Adoptio
and
Information; .Support
Domestic Adoption.
The seminar is not just for
adoptive families or families
considering adoption but also
for those wanting to become
involved with orphan care.
Hope That Binds is an adoption and orphan care ministry.
Co-founder Wendy Wilson stated that part of the advocacy
8 am - 2 pm
component is providing people
before
or
on
old
with information and she hopes
If your child will be 3 or 4 years
the upcoming seminar will be a
August 1, 2015,come and register.
safe place for people to ask
Please bring the following with you:
questions and network with others. For more information on
Certified Birth Certificate
Hope That Binds or the seminar,
Social Security Card
contact Wilson at hopethatV Proof of Income(W-15 a Income Taxes liar 1014)
bindsministries@gmail.com.
V InsurancroCard or Medical Card

GALLOWAY COUNTY
Preschool/Head Start
Spring Registration
FRIDAY, MARCH 13TH

V Custody Papers(cropplicobie)
Your child does need to be present to register. Registration will be held at
the Preschool, which is behind the Calloway County High School.
Please call 270-762-7410 to schedule your appointment.
(olIowoy will provide transportation In the city and the county

Emeritus to host VA seminar

MWC Kappa Department to meet

The Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Tuesday, March 3, at 6:30 p.m. at the Murray Woman's Club
House. The program will be planning for the Evening of Chocolate
Delight. Hostesses are Jennifer Ernstberger and Kitty Gray. Visitors
are welcome.

Preschool to hold registration

Murray Preschool/Head Start and Early Head Start will hold registration for the 2015-2016 school year on Friday. March 6, at the
Murray Board of Education, 208 South 13th Street. Registration is
by appointment only. Call 270-809-3262 to make an appointment.

Temple Hill Masonic Lodge will meet
Temple Hill 276 Masonic Lodge will hold its regular meeting
Tuesday, March 3. A meal will be served at 6 p.m. followed by the
meeting at 7 p.m. Master Jeff Kirks urges all master masons to
attend.

CCPL to offer Civil War film series

A free civil war film series will be shown at the Calloway County
Public Library. "Civil War the Untold Story: Episode 2: A Beacon
of Hope," will be shown Thursday. March 5, at 6:30 p.m. in the
library meeting room. This film series is a collaborative effort
between CCPL and Fort Donelson National Battlefield. Episodes
are shown with the permission of Great Divide Pictures.

TOPS meeting Tuesday at FCC
Murray Chapter #616 of TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) will
meet Tuesday, March 3, from 9-10 a.m. at First Christian Church.
Please enter at the lower level rear door. Visitors are welcome. For
more information call Judy Freeman at 270-206-1768.

Celebrate Recovery to meet
Celebrate Recovery is a I2-step Christ-centered recovery meeting
program for anyone who struggles with hurts, habits or hang-ups.
Meetings are held every Tuesday night from 6:30-8 p.m. at Hope
Harbor Church, Kentucky 94 E. For more information call 270753-6695.

CCPL to offer computer class

The Calloway County Public Library will offer a free computer
class on Thursday. March 5, from 2:30-4:30 p.m. on Computer
Basics for Beginners Session - Exploring Windows 7. All classes
are free but registration is required. Call 270-753-2288.

DivorceCare to meet Wednesday

DivorceCare classes are held at University Church of Christ on
Wednesdays from 6:30-8 p.m. in room 211. All are welcome.
Classes will be repeated so any that are missed can be heard again.
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Bonnie Sue Futrell Story
Bonnie Sue Futrell Story, 74, of Hopkinsville, Kentucky, died
Thursday, Feb. 26, 2015, after a long struggle with cancer, at
Bradford Heights Nursing Home. Hopkinsville.
She was born March 5, 1941 in Golden Pond,
Kentucky.
She was a homemaker.
She was preceded in death by her mother, Jane
Thurman; stepfather, M. V. Thurman; and a son,
Doug Story.
Mrs. Story is survived by her husband of 56
years, Ira Lee Story of Hopkinsville; a son, David
Story of Houston, Texas; two daughters, Lisa
Beals of Oklahoma City, Oklahoma and Lana
Story of Hopkinsville; grandson, DJ Story of
Story
Evansville, Indiana; granddaughter, Ashley Sopila
of Oklahoma City; and a great-grandchild, Carter Story of
Evansville.
Funeral services will be at 11 a.m. Tuesday, March 3,2015 at the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Matt Johnson officiating. Burial
will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens. Visitation will be
Monday, March 2,2015 from 5-8 p.m. at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to American Cancer
Society, 3140 Parisa Drive, Paducah, KY 42003.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

III Imes, Humphries...
From Front
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like you know what you're
looking at when it comes time
to vote on it."
Imes said he voted yes on the
week's highest-profile pieces of
legislation, one authorizing use
of public-private partnerships
for mega-dollar transportation
work and other projects, with
emphasis on replacing the Brent
Spence Bridge that crosses the
Ohio River between Covington
and Cincinnati, Ohio. Another
bill would allow low-level
felons to ask a judge to have
their
criminal
records
expunged, while a third is one
Imes co-sponsored, calling for
toughening,, the commonwealth's DUI laws to be toughened by installing interlock
devices in vehicles.
"To me,this is the most sensible and practical thing to do.
Flat out, if someone is intoxicated, they shouldn't be able to
get out and drive a car," Imes
said of the bill. "I have seen
people maimed and killed
because of people who chose to
get behind the wheel after they
or others got behind the wheel
after drinking too much.
"What I've found interesting,
though, is I've had a couple of
constituents write emails saying
they think we're going overboard with this."
Imes also said he OK'd a bill
Democratic
by
backed
Secretary of State Alison
Lundergan Grimes to allow voters to register to vote and to
update their voter registration
online.
"That was a good bill," he
said, explaining his long-held
notion that politics needs to stay
out of the House floor, as well
as the Senate. "I will never be
against a bill just because a
Democrat is sponsoring it ... To
me, a good bill is a good bill
and that's how every bill should
be handled."
Meanwhile. 1st District state
Sen. Stan Humphries(R-Cadiz)
saw one of his bills reach the
Senate floor and find safe pas-

sage to the House. Senate Bill
110 calls for allowing KEES
scholarship money to be used
for financing dual-credit college
courses for high-school students. This is a bill Humphries
saw reach the House last year,
only to run out of time after
unexpected opposition developed in committee hearings.
SB 110 passed unanimously
Wednesday.
"With that bill having so
much support coming out of the
Senate (meaning all Democrats
approved the measure as well).
I'm hoping we can really get a
lot of support behind this over
in the House this time and get
this through," said Humphries,
who said he is prepared to testify on SB 110's behalf in the
same manner he testified last
week during a House committee
hearing for his SB 10 that deals
with defining if a hospital is
"acute stroke ready."
SB 10, in fact, is on the list of
orders for the day for today's
session, meaning it is ready to
be heard on the floor of the
Democratic-controlled House.
"I'm excited to see that bill
now where it is, and the hope is
the House will be in agreement
with the Senate (who approved
SB 10 unanimously as well)
that this is something that we
need in this state. I know I've
got a lot of people in my district
that are concerned with how its
doing and it sure would be nice
for them to know that it has, in
fact, passed and will become
part of this state's healthcare
system.Humphries also is watching
his Senate Bill 115. known as
the "Books for Brains" bill,
which would expand reading
programs for preschoolers to
include such facilities as
libraries. That bill should reach
the Senate floor this week, he
said.
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Robert Lee Stephenson
Robert Lee Stephenson,84, died from natural causes on Tuesday,
Feb. 24, 2015.
He was born March 19, 1930 to Edward Bruce and Georgia
Harville Stephenson in Rienze, Alcorn County, Mississippi.
He married Kathem Inell Smith on Oct. 23, 1948. She preceded
him in death on March 17, 2003.
He was also preceded in death by a son, Kerry Robert, on June I,
2012.
He married Evelyn Sophia Roane on Aug. 11, 2004.
Mr. Stephenson is survived by his wife Evelyn; his daughters,
Margie Maiden and husband David. Roseanna Stephenson and
Deborah Stephenson; seven grandchildren and ten great-grandchildren.
Funeral services were at 3 p.m. Sunday, March 1.2015 at the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. Entombment followed in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements.

Shirley Sue Scarbrough
Shirley Sue Scarbrough,85,of Murray,died Wednesday. Feb., 25.
2015, at the Jackson-Madison Co. Hospital in Jackson. Tennessee.
She was a member of the Hazel Baptist Church.
Ms. Scarbrough is preceded in death by her parents, Clyde
Scarbrough and Mildred Paschall Scarbrough,as well as one brother, Pat Scarbrough.
She is survived by a son, Karl Scarbrough, of Murray; one brother, Joe Scarbrough and wife Joyce, of Orlando. Florida; three sisters, Kathy Farris and husband Jim, of Murray; Glenda Hughes, of
Murray; Judy Hamilton and husband Jerry, of Mayfield; a granddaughter and two great grandchildren.
A memorial service is being planned for a later date, with details
to follow.
-Online condolences may be left at www.imesfh.com
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory in downtown Murray is in
charge of arrangements.

Nelson Leroy Cherry
Nelson Leroy Cherry,94, of Benton. Kentucky, died Friday, Feb.
27, 2015, at Calvert City Convalescent Center in Calvert City.
Kentucky.
He was a member of the Calvert City United
Methodist Church. He served in the U.S. Navy
during World War II. He was the son of the late
Garland Cherry and the late Lilly (Noel) Cherry.
He is preceeded in death by his wife, Dorothy.
(Holland) Cherry; his daughter, Diane C. Skelton,
two sisters, Lorene Atkinson and Bonnie Magness; and one brother,
Rodney Cherry.
He is survived by two daughters, Brenda Cherry and Cathy
Johnson, both of Gilbertsville. Kentucky; four sons, Alan Cherry of
Breese, llinois, Hopson Cherry of Evansville, llinois, Kevin D.
Cherry of Murray,, Kentucky and Rondald (Bubba) Cherry of
Evansville. Indiana; 13 grandchildren, 18 great-grandchildren, two
great-great grandchildren, several neices and nephews and a close
family friend, Tina Johnson and family.
Funeral services will be held on Monday, March 2,2015. at II
a.m. at the Collier Funeral Chapel, with David Atkinson officiateing. Internment will be at the Dees Cemetery in Calvert City,
Kentucky.
Arrangements are being handled by Collier Funeral Home in,
Benton, Kentucky, where the family received friends from 5-8 p.m.
Sunday. March 1.2015.
.The family asks that memorial contributions be made to the Dees
Cemetery Fund, 5086 U.S. Hwy 62, Calvert City, KY.
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Collier Funeral Home. Benton
Nelson Leroy Cherry,94
Funeral services will be held on Monday. March 2,2015,at II
a.m. at the Collier Funeral Chapel in Benton. Kentucky, with
David Atkinson officiateing. Internment will be at the Dees
Cemetery in Calvert City, Kentucky.

IN Tornado drill...
From Front

said.
This drill can also be a
morning. The storrn sirens in
reminder that citizens who
Murray and Hazel and on
haven't yet done so may wish to
Murray State University's camadd their phone numbers to the
pus will be sounded, weather
county's CodeRED alerting sysradios will be activated and
tem's database, Call said. This
schools will be conducting a system is
used to notify the pubdrill in response. Call said.
lic when emergency hazardous
"This annual test is conducted situations
are
expected.
to determine that all communi- CodeRED also provides a
cation and warning systems are "Weather Warning" telephone
working properly and for plans call for those who opt in for this
to be tested and practiced,- Call service.
said."If severe weather happens
"While this is not a full
to be in the forecast on that date, replacement for a weather radio,
the drill may be rescheduled. like a siren it can provide a
This is also an appropriate time timely warning in the event of
for persons, businesses and severe weather." Call said.
agencies to review their plans "Citizens can sign up for the
for how they would prepare for CodeRED service and for the
and respond in the case of a optional weather warning calls
severe storm or tornado."
by going to the county web page
Call said the primary purpose at www.callowaycounty-ky.gov
of warning sirens is to alert the and clicking in the 'CodeRED'
public, especially those who are box at the bottom of the page.
outdoors, that an emergency sit- Those who do not hav.e a comuation exists. Upon hearing a puter may call the County
siren, they' should seek shelter Judge's office at 270-753-2920
and turn on a radio, TV, or and request to be enrolled in this
weather radio for more informa- service. There is no charge for
tion. All persons wtho live or the CodeRED service."
work in the rural areas of
While tornados may occur any
Calloway County and are out of time of the year, most happen in
range of the city sirens are espe- April. May and June. Call said.
cially encouraged to have a Severe Weather Awareness
NOAA Weather Radio and to Month is to remind everyone of
verify that it works properly this and to encourage timely
during Tuesday's drill, Call preparation.

Hiding in the haystacks

Town Crier
• The
Planning
Murray
Commission will meet at 5 p.m.
TU'esday at City Hall. The meeting
was rescheduled from Feb. 17.
There will be an advisory meeting
for a PDP at 201 and 203 N. 12th
St. and 1204 Olive Street, Murray
Donuts; a request from Mecca
Companies for a a six-month
extension on temporary placement
of modular office building at 1544
KY 121 Bypass North; an annexation request from Taylor Motors,
Inc. for the 21.123 acres at the
intersection of U.S. 641 North and
Robert 0. Miller Road; a review for
the final subdivision plat for
Fairfield Unit 3. The monitoring
committee to review the compre-

hensive plan will also be discussed.
• The Murray Board of Zoning
Adjustments will meet at 4:30 p.m.
Wednesday at City Hall. The meeting was rescheduled from Feb. 18.
There will be a compatibility review
for the same Murray Donuts
request from Tuesday's Planning
Commission meeting; a public
hearing for a conditional use permit request from Global Wine and
Spirits to allow a liquor store to
operate with a drive-thru window in
a B-3 zone at 317 Chestnut St; a
public hearing for a conditional use
permit to allow four non-related
persons to occupy the premises in
an R-2 zone at 1636 Farmer Ave.
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JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
A pair of youngsters ready their weapons for firing Saturday
evening while surveying the area near one of several
haystacks that served as hiding places for Laser Tag at the
Cherry Exposition Center on the Murray State University
campus. The activity is played in the dark, pitting individuals
or partners in a combat game where laser-guided weapons
are used to hit targets.
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Looking Back

Early diagnosis and
Woman misses the affection
that fiance shows to pets treatment crucial for dementia

Ten years ago
Pictured is Murray Elementary
School music teacher Kim Black as
she plays the part of Dorothy from
the Wizard of Oz as she read her PI
class a Mickey Mouse story.
Ray Gough, the owner of
Charlie's Antique Mall in Hazel is
disputing a decades-old city ordinance that requires vendors setting
up booth spaces inside the store to
obtain a business license.
Murray High School senior Derek
Nance was invited to compete in
Lindsey Wilson College's 2005
Begley Scholars Day. Nance is the
son of Rick Nance and Ann
Newberry.
Murray State University student
Robert Brumley is pictured on Main
Street with his purchase of the day
from the reopened Dairy Queen in
Murray.
,
The destruction of the Dixieland
Shopping Center on Chestnut Street
has begun and a new building that
will include 18,000 square feet of
space will be completed in two
phases according to Gerald Bell,
property owner.
Twenty years ago
James Barrett of Murray Electric
System clears the debris from cut
trees as part of the widening of
Chestnut Street. According to
Mayor Bill Cherry, the trees are
being cut in preparation of moving
utilities.
Pictured is Doris Cella as she
speaks of her friend, Sid Easley,
during last night's second annual
Murray Woman's Club Roast. Also
"roasted" were Libby Hart and Dr.
Clegg Austin. Proceeds will go
toward the renovation of the
Murray-Calloway County Park.
Four students from Calloway
County High School were chosen as
members of the 1995 Kentucky
Music Educators Association AllState Tenor-Tenor Bass-Bass (all
male) chorus. Nell Earwood is the
director of choral music at
Calloway County High School.
Those chosen were Josh Martin,
Justin Paschall, Adam Seiber and
Jeremy Young.

Thirty years ago
Four Murray High School seniors
returned form the state drama championship in Lexington this weekend
with an array of honors including
the championship. The students
were Todd Ross, Ramona Brumley,
Ross Bolin and Michelle Garland.
Michael McCartney, brother of
former Beatle Paul McCartney,
spoke to a group in the ballroom of
the Murray State University Curris
Center. He outlined the life of the
McCartney clan including the formation of the Beatles.
Forty years ago
The trailer of the Charles
Cooksey family, two miles south of
New Concord, was destroyed by
fire yesterday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Fulcher celebrated their 55th wedding anniversary on Feb. 22.
Frank Kodman, Sr.; Frank
Kodman, Jr.; Linus Kodman and
Grant Kodman are pictured with
their limit of two Canadian geese
each taken at Ballard Wildlife
Refuge.
Fifty years ago
Allen Rose, field representative
for Woodmen of the World Life
Insurance Society, has been named
Leader of the Month for West
Kentucky.
Murray State College Racers beat
the Western Hilltoppers 103-91 in a
basketball game.. Herb McPherson
got 34 points for Murray.
Sixty years ago
Officers of the Lynn Grove High
School Chapter of Future Farmers
of America are Glenn Cochrum,
Max Morris, Prentice Darnell. Max
Smotherman, Fred Douglas and
Bobby Fain, C.W. Jones is chapter
advisor.
Mrs. Alma Tracy, Mrs. Ronald
Churchill, Mrs. Leonard Wood.
Mrs. Garnett Jones, and Mrs. Isabel
Gordon presented a forum at a
meeting of the Business and
Professional Women's Club held at
the Murray Woman's Club House.
Pvt. Glen Cunningham, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Cunningham.
graduated from the Second Army's
Food Service School at Ft. Knox.

DEAR ABBY: My mother-inlaw is now in a nursing home.
When my husband's birthday came
around, he was depressed by the
fact that it was the first time in
his life he hadn't gotten a birthday card from her.
So, after struggling to think
o a Christmas present for her, I
ent to the dollar store and bought
four Christmas cards and four birthday cards (one for each of her

By the Associated Press
Today is Monday, March 2,
the 61st day of 2015. There are
304 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 2, 1965, the movie
version of Rodgers and Hammerstein's Broadway musical "The
Sound of Music," starring Julie
Andrews and Christopher Plurruner,
had its world premiere at New
York's Rivoli Theater.
On this date:
In 1793, the first president of
the Republic of Texas, Sam Houston, was born near Lexington, Vir-

ginia.
In 1836, the Republic of Texas
formally declared it's independence from Mexico.
In 1865, Congress established
the position of Naval Judge Advocate General.
In 1917, Puerto Ricans were
granted U.S. citizenship as President Woodrow Wilson signed the
Jones-Shafroth Act.
In 1939, Roman Catholic Cardinal Eugenio Pacelli was elected
pope: he took the name Pius XII.
In 1940. the cartoon character
Elmer Fudd made his debut in

the Warner Bros. animated short
"Eimer's Candid Camera," in which
the title character finds himself
pitted against a rascally rabbit that
was a precursor to Bugs Bunny.
In 1955, nine months before
Rosa Parks' famous act of defiance.Claudette Colvin,a black high
school student in Montgomery,Alabama, was arrested after refusing
to give up her seat on a public
bus to a white passenger.
In 1962, Wilt Chamberlain
scored 100 points for the Philadelphia Warriors in a game against
the New York Knicks.

DEAR ABBY: My fiance,
"Bubba," and I have a small disagreement that I would love your
take on. He constantly complains
that he's too tired, or annoyed or
busy. to show me romantic or
friendly affection and attention. But
he goes out of his way to snuggle and play with our two dogs
and cat. •
I get jealous when he
kisses
our
dogs over and
over again, or
stays up later
to play with
the cat. He
thinks I am
overreacting.
Am
being petty,or
am I justified
By Abigail
in
thinking
that if he has
Van Buren
the time and
energy to give affection and love
to our animals, he should do the
same for the woman he's about
to make his wife? -- INSULTED
IN CONNECTICUT
DEAR INSULTED: You're not
overreacting or being petty. Perhaps when Bubba is cuddling the
animals, you should remind him
that humans need to feel loved
in the same way they do. Bubba
appears to be extremely insensitive. Please reconsider your
engagement. because if you marry
Bubba, you may end up starving
for affection for as long as the
marriage lasts,

children). I took them to her and
had her sign and add a personal
note to each one.
I addressed,stamped and mailed
the Christmas cards. I will mail
the birthday ones at the appropriate times during the year. It
was an inexpensive gift, and kind
of fun! -- SENDING LOVE IN
CEDAR RAPIDS
DEAR SENDING LOVE: It
may have been an inexpensive
gift, but I'm sure it was precious
not only to her but also for each
of the recipients. Your idea was
lovely, and thank you for sharing
it with my readers. Some of them
may want to emulate it for other
holidays or special occasions.
DEAR ABBY:Three years ago,
our son, who is in his 50s, cut
off all communication with us and
our side of the family. He is selfemployed, a hard worker and has
three siblings.
He wanted us to co-sign on a
loan for a house in another state.
The payments would have run us
out of money in three years, which
would have meant putting our
own home up for sale.
Our reason for refusing was
we didn't want to risk becoming
a burden on our children. My
husband and I had to help our
own parents, so we have been
frugal and never lived above our
means.
I send postcards to my son to
let him know our love is constant. Should I stop and just leave
him alone, as he has asked? -FORGOTTEN
MOM
IN
ARKANSAS
DEAR MOM: Your son should
not have expected you to do anything at this stage of your lives
that could jeopardize your remaining years. But if it brings you
comfort, I see nothing wrong with
sending him the occasional postcard.
Dear Abby was founded by
her mother, Pauline Phillips.

DEAR DOCTOR K: My mother has started showing signs of
dementia. Will it be all downhill
from here? Or can dementia ever
be treated or reversed?
DEAR READER: There are
many different causes of dementia. We can't do much to slow or
reverse some of them, but we can
reverse and even cure others.
Dementia is a
catchall term.
It covers a
variety of illnesses
that
cause memory' loss, confusion,
changes
in
personality
and declining
ability to perform everyBy
day activities.
Dr. Anthony
The
Komaroff
most
common type of dementia is
Alzheimer's disease. Another common dementia, vascular dementia, is caused by insufficient blood
flow to the brain. Once these
types of dementia develop, treatment options are limited. Drugs
for Alzheimer's are sometimes used
for vascular dementia. However,
for both diseases, drugs offer only
temporary and modest protection
at best.
However, in a small percentage of cases, dementia may be
reversed. The following conditions
might cause reversible dementia:
-- Toxic reactions to drugs.
With aging, the liver and kidneys
become less efficient at detoxifying medicines and eliminating them
from the body. As a result, drugs
tend to build up in the body.
Older people in poor health and
those taking several different medications are especially vulnerable
to dementia caused by drugs.
Reducing the dose of medicines
can sometimes produce dramatic
improvement.
-- Vitamin BI2 deficiency.
Nerve cells need vitamin B12 to

Dr. Komaroff

work. Vitamin B12 deficiency can
cause the symptoms of dementia.
Vitamin B12 is plentiful in eggs,
dairy, meat,fish and poultry. However, with age, people become
less efficient at absorbing it from
food into the bloodstream. Supplements or injections can help
restore healthy levels, and reverse
the problems with thinking and
memory.
-- Normal-pressure hydrocephalus. Hydrocephalus Maul
when too much cerebrospinal fluid
collects around the brain. This
condition affects a small number
of older people. In addition to
dementia, people with this condition often lose bladder control
and walk in a slow, hesitant manner, as if their feet are stuck to
the floor. A surgically implanted
tube (shunt) that drains this excess
fluid from the brain often brings
rapid improvement.
hematomas.
Subdural
Hematomas are blood clots caused
by bruising. Older people sometimes develop them in the brain
after even a minor head injury.
As blood oozes into a closed
space, the hematoma gets bigger
and begins to interfere with brain
function.
-- Thyroid disease. Both an
underactive thyroid and an overactive thyroid can cause the symptoms seen in dementia. In the former, the thyroid gland in the body
produces too little thyroid hormone.
In the latter, it makes too much.
Both conditions can be effectively treated.
In all of these cases,the chances
of successfully reversing dementia are better the earlier treatment
is started. That's why it is important to tell your doctor about any
signs of dementia as early as possible. Don't fall into the trap of
thinking "I'd rather get bad news
later, rather than sooner." For some
people with symptoms of dementia, prompt diagnosis and treatment can convert bad news into
good news. Hopefully, that will
be true for your mother.
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TAKING A BACK SEAT
Dear Readers: Here is this
week's SOUND OFF, about
restaurants and seating:
"My Sound Off is when hosts
in restaurants seat an obvious.1)' handicapped person, and walk
by umpteen empty tables to a
seat clear in the back pf the
place! My husband uses oxygen
and a cane, and they are constantly making us walk through
the place to the back.
I know that they try to keep the numbers of
customers for waitstaff even, but there should be
exceptions. I have begun asking for a table closest to the entrance, but many hosts seem oblivious
to this request." — LL., Branson, Mo.
I find it hard to comprehend that keeping customer tables "even" for waitstaff is the reason.
It could be for the safety of other patrons and
waitstaff, not having to navigate around medical
appliances. However, if the host does not comply
with your request, ask to speak to the manager.
Unless there is a "code" they should follow
(which I cannot find anywhere you are the customer. They are making money off you! Ask for the
table you want — don't be deterred. — Heloise
Readers, here is another comment about people
leaving a voice message and the number cannot be
understood. — Heloise
REDIAL, PLEASE
Dear Heloise: You had an article regarding the
difficulty of understanding a callback number spoken rapidly on an answering machine. Try. this if
you have a portable phone attached to the answering machine: My portable phone has a menu item
called "view CID." Clicking it gives the numbers

that called. I can find the one that coincides with
the time of the call, and can easily call it back.
— Ronald M. in Florida
Ronald, thanks for writing. Be aware that you
can be fooled by the number that is displayed!
Sometimes the callback number is NOT the same
as the number the call came from. There may be
one main number for doctors, lawyers and most
large. companies. But it's a start if you have the
person's name. — Heloise
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Heloise
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio, TX 78279-5000
Fax: I -210-HELOISE
Email: Heloise(at)Heloise.com
FAST FACTS
Dear Readers: Here are other uses for canning
jars:
* Store craft supplies, like buttons, sequins, etc.
* As a candleholder for outside.
* As a penholder on a desk.
* Use as a vase on the lanai.
* Use to stare leftovers.
— Heloise
TRAVELING PAPERS
Dear Heloise: When I visit my family who has
moved out of state, I bring them a gift from our
hometown. I save up the newspapers, especially the
Sundays, and it's like a treasure hunt for them.
They catch .up on who got married, high-school
sports and local politics. It's fun to watch them
turn the page and shout. "Oh my, here is a photo
of Mrs. XYZ at her 90th birthday party."
We save some of the papers in a big box and
dig them out once in a while. It's like reading
real-life history where you really know the folks!
— Florence M., Waco, Texas
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
TRIGG CIRCUIT COURT
CIVIL ACTION NO. 15-CI-00012
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
T'RANSPORTATION CABINET
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS

tice To Creditors

PLAINTIFF,

VS
DEFENDANTS

L-11-L GATEWAY DEVELOPMENTS,INC El' AL,

Unknown Defendants, being persons, corporations, or other entities
TO:
entitled to or claiming an interest in all or part of the property sought to be condemned by virtue of any dissolution or revocation of the charter of L-B-L Gateway
Development, Inc. or through successors of L-B-L Gateway Development, Inc., or
successor assigns of said corporation or successors, assigns, or heirs of the shareholders of said corporation and such persons, corporations, or other entities of
said corporation or successors who may tlaim an interest in the subject matter of
this action.
The undersigned attorney was appointed by the Trigg Circuit Court to
RE.
notify these unknown defendants, as referenced above, who may claim an interest
in the subject matter of this lawsuit, that an action has been filed which concerns
property more particularly described as
Being a tract of land lying in Trigg County along the proposed U.S.
68/KY 80 approximately 0.10 miles east of the intersection of the propsed
U.S.68/ICY 80 and Boyd's Landing Road/Oak Lane and more particularly
described as follows:
BEGINNING at a point in the northwest property corner of L-B-L
Gateway Developments. Inc.. 156.65 feet right of U.S 68/KY 80 at Station
min4940+39.58; thence with the existing right of way line, North 76 Degrees 47
utes 54 seconds East a distance of 20.73 feet to *point in the existing right of
way line, 155.89 feet right of U.S. 68/KY 80 at Station 4940+61.32; thence with
a
the existing right of way line, along an arc 781.32 feet to the right, having
40 secradius of 2764.79 feet, the chord of which is North 84 degrees 53 minutes
way line,
onds East for a distance of 778.73 feet. to a point in the existing right of
the existing
73.94 feet right of U.S. 68/KY 80 at Station 4948+80.93; thence with
of
right of way line, South 83 degrees 15 minutes 38 seconds West a distance
of U.S.
796.75 feet to a point in the southwest property corner, 176.64 feet right
North 13
68/KY 80 at Station 4940+40.28; thence with the west property line,
point of begindegrees 12 minutes 06 seconds West a distance of 20.00 feet to the
ning.

BEING the same real property conveyed to L-B-L Gateway
July 19,1966 of
Developments, Inc from John N Purdom et al by deed dated
record in Deed Book 74, page 486. Trigg County Clerk's Office
The plaintiff, Commonwealth of Kentucky, Transportation Cabinet,
of said Plaintiff
Department of Highways, seeks a judgment confirming the right
t; authorizing said
to condemn the land andor material described in the Complain
ion, reconstruction,
Plaintiff to take possession thereof for purposes of construct
known as U.S 68 and
alteration, or relocation of a permaneht, public highway
of the Trigg Circuit
Kentucky 80 and requests that the Master Commissioner
sought to be conCourt execute a deed conveying said land and/or materials
ation Cabinet, Department
demned to the Commonwealth of Kentucky, Transport
of Highways.
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any party claimUnless a defense or answer to this lawsuit is made by
2015. a judgment by
ing an interest in said property on or before March 28,
Defendants, their succesdefaut may be granted and any interest of the unknown
persons, unknown successors in interest, any unknown heir or other unknown
ative, heirs, and unknown
sors and/or assigns, unknown agents and/or represent
entities by virtue of any
Defendants, being such persons, corporations, or other
Gateway Developments, Inc. or
dissolution or revocation of the charter of L-B-L
on, or an heir, successor, or
as a successor in interest or assigns of said corporati
be terminated and transferred
assign of any shareholder of said corporation will
from the Clerk of the Tngg
to Plaintiff. Copies of the Complaint can be obtained
Kentucky 42211.
Circuit Court, Justice Center, 41 Main Street, Cadiz,
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final settlement of
accounts has been
led in Calloway
Court by
ary Black as Muria the estate of
oomph Frerichs H.
xceptions to this setement must be filed
the Calloway
ounty District Court
if or before the hear, which is set for
a.m. On 3/1611015
Linda Avery/ Cl
Court clerk

ENJOY an Evening
Massage
6-9prri. Now at Hair
Gallery Boutique.
270-293-8177.
Call/Text
Terry Mckinney L.M.T.
270404-6860
(on Facebook)

1st 'Month tree!

Help Worded

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING
Wrecked, running and non-running
autos, battenes, and all aluminum
KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
THERE will be a lien
sale storage auction
Tuesday, March 3,
2015 at 5:00 PM at
Business
Murray
Center Storage, 1900
North 12th St Murray,
KY.
Murray
at
Units
Business Center storage will be selling as
'fellows: Unit # 25
Vonda Burns.
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Help Wanted

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.com,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
'
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the Jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.
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BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTOR*

Help Wanted

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
04-28-15 TO 11-30-15 KY0570360
STEELE & STEELE FARMS, MURRAY,KY
2 OPENINGS
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state , agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal / state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order., at time work is performed.
PLANTING, GROWING AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO„WITH 3 MONTHS EXPIERCENCE
REQUIRED. $10.28 HR.3/4 CONTRACT HOURS
GUARANTEED,AL1 TOOLS AND EQUIP. AT NO
CHARGE. HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE
BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO COST. TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY, AFTER
50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED. TRANSPORT
DAILY TO WORKSITE. MUST MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN JOB ORDER.
COMPLETE INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT
THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE (EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE) CONTACT THE KY DEPT. FOR WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT 865-376-3082. USING
JOB ORDER NUMBERS ABOVE, TO SET UP
INTERVIEW. SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG
TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST,
POST EMPLOYMENT

Diesel Mechanic Needed
GlenDi Inc. in Murray, KY is seeking a
Diesel Mechanic. Experience with
Cummins Engines and Thermo King Units
preferred but not a must. Will train.
Competitive Wages and benefits.
For more information call Glenn Smith at
574-223-2380 M-F 10am-3prn

Place your Business
Directory Ad with us today!
Call Nicki for
pricing and get your ad
started! 270-753-1916

Eyecare Specialties

Camp Septic Cleaning of Murray
Residential & Commercial
753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner

308 S. 12th
Murray
*Eyeglasses
0
759-250
*Contacts
*Eye Disease
murrayeyecare.com

Dr. Kevin Adams

Thank you for your business,

Call NICK! PEACH
at 270-753-1916 and place your ad today!
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Help Wanted

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
04-25-15 TO 12-31-15 KY0569897
P & C TOBACCO, MURRAY,KY
2 OPENINGS
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
,agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
state,
federal / state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order., at time work is performed.,
PLANTING, GROWING AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO„WITH 3 MONTHS EXPIERCENCE
REQUIRED. $10.28 HR.3/4 CONTRACT HOURS
GUARANTEED, ALL TOOLS AND EQUIP. AT NO
CHARGE. HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE
BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO COST. TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY, AFTER
50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED. TRANSPORT
DAILY TO WORKSITE. MUST MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN JOB ORDER.
COMPLETE INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT
THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE (EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE) CONTACT THE KY DEPT. FOR WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT 502-782-3079, USING
JOB ORDER NUMBERS ABOVE, TO SET UP
INTERVIEW. SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG
TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST,
POST EMPLOYMENT

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
04-25-15 TO 12-20-15 KY0569701
G & G TOBACCO ASSOC.,MURRAY,KY
4 OPENINGS
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state , agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal / state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order., at time work is performed.
PLANTING, GROWING AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO & DIVERSIFIED CROPS,WITH 3
MONTHS EXPIERCENCE REQUIRED.
$10.28 HR.3/4 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED, ALL TOOLS AND EQUIP. AT NO CHARGE.
HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND
COMMUTING AT NO COST. TRANSPORTATION
AND SUBSISTENCE PAY. AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED. TRANSPORT DAILY TO
WORKSITE. MUST MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN JOB ORDER. COMPLETE
INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST
SWA OFFICE (EMPLOYMENT OFFICE)
CONTACT THE DEPT. FOR WORKFORCE
INVESTMENT AT 502-782-3079. USING JOB
ORDER NUMBERS ABOVE, TO SET UP INTERVIEW. SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG TEST AT
EMPLOYERS COST,
POST EMPLOYMENT
TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
05-01-15 TO 12-01-15 KY0569903
THOMAS HARPER, MURRAY, KY
3 OPENINGS
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state , agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal / state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order., at time work is performed.
PLANTING, GROWING AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO & DIVERSIFIED CROPS,WITH 3
MONTHS EXPIERCENCE REQUIRED.
$10.28 HR.3/4 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED, ALL TOOLS AND EQUIP. AT NO CHARGE.
HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND
COMMUTING AT NO COST. TRANSPORTATION
AND SUBSISTENCE PAY, AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED. TRANSPORT DAILY TO
WORKSITE. MUST MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN JOB ORDER. COMPLETE
INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST
SWA OFFICE (EMPLOYMENT OFFICE)
CONTACT THE KY DEPT. FOR WORKFORCE
INVESTMENT AT 502-782-3079 USING JOB
ORDER NUMBERS ABOVE, TO SET UP INTERVIEW. SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG TEST AT
EMPLOYERS COST,
POST EMPLOYMENT

Help Wanted

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
04-25-15 TO 12-10-15 KY0569905
WARD FARMS INC., HAZEL,KY
3 OPENINGS
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state , agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal / state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate(AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order., at time work is performed.
PLANTING, GROWING AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO & DIVERSIFIED CROPS,WITH 3
MONTHS EXPIERCENCE REQUIRED.
$10.28 HR.3/4 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED, ALL TOOLS AND EQUIP. AT NO CHARGE.
HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND
COMMUTING AT NO COST. TRANSPORTATION
AND SUBSISTENCE PAY, AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED. TRANSPORT DAILY TO
WORKSITE. MUST MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN JOB ORDER. COMPLETE
INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST
SWA OFFICE (EMPLOYMENT OFFICE)
CONTACT THE KY DEPT. FOR WORKFORCE
INVESTMENT AT 502-782-3079. USING JOB
ORDER NUMBERS ABOVE, TO SET UP INTERVIEW. SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG TEST AT
EMPLOYERS COST,
POST EMPLOYMENT
PT' Position(s) Available for Kitchen
Helper/Cook. Food services expenence preferred. No phone calls. Apply in person at
Emeritus of Murray, 905 Glendale Road,
Murray, Ky 42071. Applicants must be 18, be
able to work anytime between the hours of
6:30a.m. & 700p.m. daily and be willing to
work on weekends and holidays as needed.
Must be able to pass background check an
drug screen.
PT Position(s) Available for Residential Care &
Housekeeping Assistant. Experience working
with seniors preferred. No phone calls. Apply
in person at Emeritus of Murray, 905 Glendale
Road, Murray Ky 42071. Applicants must be
18, be able to work any shift and holidays as
needed. Must also be able to pass background
check and drug screen.
PT Position(s) Available for WaitStaff/Server.
Experience with table service required.
Expenence working with seniors preferred. No
Phone calls please. Apply in person at
Emeritus of Murray, 905 Glendale Road,
Murray Ky 42071. Applicants must be 18, be
able to work 4-7p.m. Monday through Friday
and 4-9p.m. Saturday & Sunday. Must also be
able to pass background check and drug
screen.

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
05-01-15 TO 12-07-15 KY0570047
M E & M ASSOC., MURRAY,KY
8 OPENINGS
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state , agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal / state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order., at time work is performed.
PLANTING, GROWING AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO & DIVERSIFIED CROPS,WITH 3
MONTHS EXPIERCENCE REQUIRED
$10.28 HR.3/4 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED, ALL TOOLS AND EQUIP. AT NO CHARGE.
HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND
COMMUTING AT NO COST. TRANSPORTATION
AND SUBSISTENCE PAY, AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED. TRANSPORT DAILY TO
WORKSITE. MUST MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS USTED IN JOB ORDER. COMPLETE
INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST
SWA OFFICE (EMPLOYMENT OFFICE) CONTACT THE KY DEPT. FOR WORKFORCE
INVESTMETN AT 502-782-3079. USING JOB
ORDER NUMBERS ABOVE. TO SET UP
INTERVIEW. SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG
TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST,
POST EMPLOYMENT
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Hop Wanted
DUE to our increased
census we are looking
for the following hard
working individuals to
join our team at Lake
Way Nursing and
Rehabilitation
SRNAs for afternoons,
days or midnights
LPN or RN for 2-10
shift
Apply in person at
2607 Main Street
Benton, KY 42025
EOEJAAE
INDEPENDENTLY
licensed
outpatient
mental health
counselor wanted for
hire at Bndges Family
Center. Fax resume to
270-761-5807 or email
kcoffelt@bridgesfamilycentercom
LOOKING for housekeepers and part-time
front desk. Front desk
will need to be able to
work night shift. Apply
at Best Western.
NOW
Accepting
Applications for expenenced full time teachers at Lily Pad Learning
Center. Please apply in
person. at 701 S 4th St.
PART Time LPN CNA
or MA at Cagle &
Bailey Adult Health.
Must be able to draw
blood & give injections.
2 days a week & PRN.
Send Resume to PO
BOX1040H Murray, KY
42071.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Assistant needed. Must
have experience with
photoshop CS and
sales.
Send Resume to:
gwenmosselearthlink.net
PRN-NURSE
AIDE POSITION—
Must
be
flexible,
dependable and enjoy
working with the
elderly. Prefer
experience but will
train. Apply in person
@ 1505 Stadium View
Drive EOE
Pt. Position available.
Experienced preferred
but not necessary.
Apply in person at
Christian
Childcare
Center. 270-767-1177
SEEKING
HVAC/
Refrigeration
Technician. Must be
certified in commercial
HVAC.
Send Reumes to:
620 S. 4th Street
Murray, KY
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Want to Buy

APPilarlue

Storage Rentals

LARGE
SELECTION

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

USED APPLIANCES

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

WARD ELKINS

605 (South 12th St

(270) 753-1713
1(30
Home Furnishings
PILLOW Top Mattress
sets. New in Plastic
Queen $19500
Full $18500
King $385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver
280
Mobile Homes For Rent
Nice 2BR mobile home
No Pets 270-753-9866

119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F
RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Corner o(121 S. & Glendale.
10X10's & 10x15's
12701 436-2524
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control

storage
•Secunty alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

320
Apartments For Rent
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
Lease and depos.•
required.
270-753-4109.
26R,2 full bath duplex,
all appliances & washer & dryer, cable &
water
furnished
$650/month. 104 Park
St.753-2225

GL St
640 S. 4th
Sunbury

J/Ird erriplu rr

Dorm-style. 1bd/1ba, in
detatched garage, utilities included. Lease by
month.
Ref rences/de posit
required. $375/month.
For info 270-293-0606
NEW apartment in
Hazel. $550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
included.
270-492-8211
NICE
2
bedroom
Duplex W/ carport,
appliances NO pets,
1yr lease
270-227-7414
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD # 711

"ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry 270753-3633

Houses For Rent
2 or 3BR Houses
Lease & Deposit
Required
270-753-4109
nicholsent.com
/properties

CASH FOR GOOD
USED REFRIGERASTOVES,
TORS,
HEATERS, AIR CON
3 BR 2 BA brick house
DITIONERS,
CARwith garage located at
PETING, ETC.
910 Coldwater Rd
270-753-4109
$975/mo. Call
270-753-2225
150
Articles
3BR furnished lake
For Sale
home.
No
pets.
References required.
OFFICE Furniture to $900/month Coleman
Sale
RE 270-753-9898
Writing
Executive
Desk, 6 brown Arm
Chairs, black Desk
10
Chair,
Folding
Chairs
270-816-4912

Very nice 3BR home.
Appliances and carport.
No
pets.
References required.
Coleman RE
270-753-9898

I
• ,1 doolig6

John Doe

MOTOR SALES
We Finance
270-753-4461

Homes For Sele

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
RIverfield Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

USED TIRES
14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606

Awesome

Selling your

4 Rental HOURS*

For Ss*

motorcycle or ATV?

Will Sell Indh4dually or
all together.

Call us, we'll be
glad to help.

270-227-4814
270-5594330

Murray Ledger &
Tunes

Selling your
motorcycle or ATV?
Call us, we'll be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger SE
Times

AKC English Bulldog
270-335puppies.
3943
270-994-3915
Obedience.
DOG
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858.

Public Sale
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859
Real Estate

Murray Ledger & Times Fair
Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein
is subrect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, Idnitation or diknmmanon based on race, color. tellport sex, handicap, familial status or national ongrn, or intention to make any such preferences, limitations or discruninabon.
State laws torbid drscrinunation
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law
We will knowingly accept any
advertising for rear estate which
is not in violation of the law All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis
For further assistance with Farr
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P Milan (703)W-1000

Do," I spensi your more
state keep it loca'
(270) 293-8480
ML Garage Doors.
Installation,
repair,
maintenance on doors
and operators.
270-293-2357

• locally owned/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
'Hill Appliance
Repair

iNsseNis
\
McCUISTON
ROOFING
Replacement and Repair

270-293-1924
Free Estimates
Licensed & Insured
Protecting your house like
it is our house!

www.mccuistionroofing.com

Serving
West Kentucky
Jason Hill
(270)226-0194
Service on all
major brands
Liceased & Insured
HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
Ail Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch

(270)293-8686
KENTUCKYLAKE
REMODEUNG COW
•Home Improvements
.19,2#7 f KitcY7en

GARLANt
RENTAL
'If you've got it, we can store it"
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:
*Murray StorA
1611 N. 12th St.
tik
ra
ON. 12th St.
• MBC Sto
Lights. Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905

Drywall, Painting,
Plumbing, Floonng, Decks
•Insunad •Sr Discount
.Free Estimates
*Member 01Angies List

270-436-5959
A-1 Lamb Tree Pro.
Lid/Ins. 270-753-Tree
(8733)
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH

BEAc

MINI
SiliORAGE
10111111
All Size Units It

24/7 Surveillance •Electricity
e Now Have 80 Climate Control Units
812 WhItnell Ave.

753-3853

CALL 753-1916
GaIllmore ElActrical Contractors, LLC

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors,LLC
industrial/Commertlal/Besidential

James C. GaIllmore
WWW.GECMURRAY.COM

(270)759-0890

com
A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation

NOUN=
01.1.0•1,1•11,

440
Lots For Sale
UTILITYS in Place
$9,500
270-753-6012

Say'HAPPY BIRTHDAY'
to someone special!

Answer to previous puzzle
2 5 6 1 3 4 8 79
7 1 3 8 9 5 4 6 2

489 76 2 1 35
5 28 97 36 1 4
6 4.7 2 5 1 3 9 8
931 486 527
1 7,4 3 2 8 9 5 6

9
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Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
Great Hometown Service

Green Construction Services
27$478-055,•' ree cs@ mail.com

• weekly 8c special picku

1600
Sq
Commercial Property
1625 State RI 121N
Old Festive Touch Bldg
270-753-9479

61

Greg Mansfield

2 Bedroom Home' Excellent outdoor area' Hardwood
floors and granite counter tops' Bonus Room' Onl)
15 minutes from town and seconds from shore of KV
Lake' $153,000

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT
Commerical Prop. For Rent

By Dave Green

73
46
72
5
89
79
3
28
5

•

86 2 5 1 9 7 4 3
3 9_ 5 6 4 7 2 8 1

6
54
38

Ovitvultv Level *if **

Difficulty: Level *

LAKE COMMUNITY
NEW CONSTRUCTION!

"10x20 & 10x
units now
available

11122

Conceptis SudoKu

23
4

ure & CHM,*
Controlled

MS for Classic Rock
LPs. Hendrix, Zeppelin, VERY nice 4BR, 2BA,
Floyd, Grateful Dead newly remodeled, New
appliances & fixtures
etc.
throughout. Coleman
Terrapin Station
Real Estate
920 S. 12th St.
270-753-9898
Bel-Air Center
270-753-8926

SUDOKU

HOLLAND

HA
STORAGE

1BR from $345
28R from $375

equa
6
..
1
2
1, ipprwrunin pr,nuier

280 Acres Shoemake
Rd New Concord Area
60 Acres tendable,
great hunting
270-293-4889
$32013.00 Per Acre

n1-7557

•

270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Drive
TDD 1-800-545-18.33 ext 283

Auto Parts

litusttple Mies I
every unit,
NOWA
remodeNKL

3BR 2 5Ba Duplex
Beautiful and very nice
Garage and good location
$850/mo plus
deposit and
references 9078 N 20th St
Murray
270-753-5344

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments

Acreage

Sudoku is a nurnter-piaang puuie oaseci on a 959 god with
several given numbers The obiect is to pace the numbers 1 10
9 in the empty squares so that each row, each column and each
3x3 box contains the same nornow oily once The difficulty level
of the Concepos Soctoko increases from Monday to Sunday

I
V
I
B
203 N 6th St Murray KY
270-759- 7799
Your Hometown source
for Quality Tempco
Replacement Windows

Well Drilling
We//Pump Service
Residential
Agricultural
Chris Tucker
270-293-4406

'XI
CONSISTENCY
AD.
ONLY 875.00
PER MONTS.
CALL
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
DETAILS
(270) 753-11111.

FOR

PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Over 28 Years
Experience
Zech 270-673-7700
David 270-227-1106
AL.9x1006±fatIlBuie

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE
& DEBRIS REMOVAL
*Licensed & Insured

Horoscope

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, March 3, 2015:
This year you often question what you hear. Don't always assume
you are getting the whole truth. Sometimes your feelings are in
direct opposition to your thinking. Know that both might be right,
and take some time to decide which one you should listen to. If you
are single, expect to be in high demand all year long. After midAugust, an opportunity to meet someone special could arise. The
two of you are likely be a good fit. If you are attached, you and your
sweetie will tend to agree to disagree, and as a result, you will learn
even more about each other. Work through your issues together.
LEO always comes up with good solutions.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so: I-Difficult
/
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
***** Use your spontaneity more positively You could put a
smile on a friend's face. You'll have the right to ch to loosen up a
relationship that has been stiff and somewhat t uchy. You will see
others become more responsive. Tonight: Let y ur hair down.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Action surrounds your home. Worry less about what could
happen, and remain positive. A friend is likely to come through for
you, though you might feel a bit out of sync. Focus on what you
want, and don't be distracted. Your endurance counts. Tonight: Head
home and relax.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Explain what you need as well as what you want. You will
be heard no matter what happens. Maintain a low profile. Someone
you care about could take the lead in an important discussion. Listen
well, and you will learn a lot. Tonight: Hang out with your pals.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You might see a money matter arise that could cause you to
be somewhat off-kilter. Know what you must do, but try not to upset
the apple cart. Understand that the unexpected is likely to occur, no
matter how focused you are. Tonight: Stick to your bottom line.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** News from afar could surprise you. You'll wonder what
would be the best way to approach a change within a relationship.
You might not know where the other party stands. The innate tension
between you could throw you off. Tonight: Follow a parlppes lead.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** You'll feel unusually sure of yourself, but wait °Ile more day
before expressing your thoughts. You still might hear an important
fact or two that could change your thinking. Do your best to respond
appropriately to someone's request. Tonight: Be near good music.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You'll want to push harder to achieve what you want. Your
sense of humor likely won't be in line with someone else's. This person might not even get that you are just joking. Remember this for
the future. Tonight: Wherever your friends are, you can be found.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You'll need to remember what to do in order to forge ahead
with an unpredictable cohort. There is undeniable tension that exists
between you. Use your instincts, and you will land on your feet.
Logic does not necessarily work with this person. Tonight: Let the
party go on and on.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** A child or new friend could surprise you with what he or
she says or does. This distraction could affect your concentration.
Attempt to detach a bit if you have to handle an important matter.
Still, try to enjoy the spontaneity of the moment. Tonight: Movie
night.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** One-on-one relating will help you bypass having to return
a lot of calls and messages from the same group. Your sense of
humor comes out in a discussion. Although there could be an awkward moment, you will be able to get past the problem at hand.
Tonight: Be a duo.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** You could be surprised by what a loved one or dear friend
shares. You might want to buy a token of affection for this person.
Remember your budget; you won't want to go overboard. Be realistic about your expectations. Tonight: Go along with a request.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You could be upset by a misunderstanding between you and
a loved one. Clearly, you don't see eye to eye with this person.
Accept your differences and use them positively. Both of you have a
unique perspective, and both will be applicable. Tonight: Relax at
home.
BORN TODAY

Inventor Alexander Graham Bell (1847), actress Jean Harlow (1911),
industrialist George Pullman (1831)
•••
Jacqueline Bigar is on the Internet at www.jacquelinebigar.com.
(c) 2015 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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With Saturday's win, Murray State became only the fifth men's basketball
team to go undefeated in the Ohio Valley Conference in the league's 67year history. Cameron Payne and T.J. Sapp (top) look to the stands as they
celebrate after the game. Jarvis Williams and Jonathan Fairell (right)
embrace on the court. Jeffery Moss (left) flies high for a layup during the
game, while Fairell leads the bench in cheering mid-game (above).

Racers end OVC play 16-0, extend win streak to 24 games
"Today is a historic day," said Murray State
head coach Steve Prohm following the win. "In
67 years, this is just the fifth time somebody's
run the table and the first time in our program's
MARTIN.Tenn. — Sweet,sweet 16.
history, and you're talking about some historic
For the first time ever. Murray State posted an
undefeated record in the Ohio Valley Conference, teams that have been at Murray State. To go 16-0,and on the same day break the consecutive
winning all 16 games since league play began in
winning streak, is amazing."
January of 2015.
The Racers (26-4, 16-0 OVC)join an elite
The history doesn't end there.
group of four teams who had ever finished conWith Saturday's gritty 73-67 win over UT
ference play undefeated in the 67 years of OVC
Martin at the Elam Center, the Racers extended
history: the Western Kentucky teams of 1949-59
their win streak to 24 games, marking a new pro(8-0), 1965-66 (14-0) and 1969-70 (14-0), as well
gram and OVC record for consecutive victories.
By RYAN RICHARDSON
Sports Writer

as the 2003-04 Austin Peay team (16-0).
The streak bests the previous record of 23
games set by the 2011-12 Murray State team.
Cameron Payne said the Racers aren't worried
about how many they win in a row, but it does
help make the season more special.
"Nobody cares about the streak," Payne said.
"We just worry about going 1-0. But, it is a
blessing. I wouldn't want it any other way."
It was Payne who commandeered Saturday's
game, using a game-high 31 points in addition to
his eight rebounds and six assists to help the
Racers edge out the Skyhawks.

Payne said he gives God all the credit for his
success, but his motivation comes from wanting
to do well for his team.
"We came here and we had one goal," Payne
said."Send the seniors out the right way. That's
the goal from here on out. Send the seniors out
the right way."
So, he put the team on his back any time the
waters began to get muddy.
Perhaps his most impressive shot came with
9:45 to play after UT Martin had cut the Murray
State lead to 55-49.
•See RACERS, 10

MURRAY STATE SOFTBALL

Softball sweeps weekend tournament in Gulf Shores

ES

KYSER LOUGH / For the Ledger

ISAIAH CANAAN: Philadelphia 76ers' point guard Isaiah
Canaan (0) tries to dribble out of traffic In Sunday's 94-74
loss on the road to the Indiana Pacers,

Sunday Game 2
Murray State 3
Wright State 0
The Murray State softball team rolled
through the Sand Dollar Classic, outscoring
Murray State pitcher Mason Robinson and
its opponents 34-4 in four games and record- Wright State pitcher Ashley Sharp were
ing two shutouts.
locked in a pitcher's duel for most of the
After their four wins this weekend in Gulf game, with neither allowing a run in the first
Shores, Alabama, the Racers improved to six innings. Heading into the final frame,
12-5 on the season, marking the fastest Robinson had allowed three hits. while
Murray State has ever reached 10 wins in six Sharp had surrendered just two.
seasons of the program's existence.
The Racers broke the game open in the
Next weekend,the Racers will stay close to seventh with a leadoff single from Jessica
home for the Coach B Classic in Carbondale, Twaddle, who later scored on a RBI-single
Illinois. Murray State will play two games from Cayla Levins. Taylor Odom added two
Saturday against Northern Illinois and insurance runs further down in the inning on
DePaul, followed by a pair of games Sunday a single that scored Erika Downey and
against DePaul and Southern Illinois.
Shelbey Miller.

The win was the ninth in a row and seventh of the season for Robinson, as she
allowed no runs on four hits with two walks
and a strikeout in her sixth complete game
of 2014.
Sunday Game 1
Murray State 12
Alabama A&,M 0
Murray State tallied five runs in the third
inning and seven in the fourth to blank the
Lady Bulldogs (7-6).
Odom was a triple shy of the cycle in the
contest, going 3-for 3 with a single, a double
and a home run for two runs and three RBIs.
Twaddle was 2-for-3 with a double,two runs
and three RBIs, while Maggie Glass was l•See SOFTBALL 10

Racers fall to Skyhawk offense in final game of season Track & field takes sixth place
when
Ke'Shunan
James
knocked down a long triple.
MARTIN,Tenn.-The Murray
UT Martin tied the game three
State women's basketball team more times before taking a 2couldn't hold off the high-pow- point lead on a last second
ered offense of UT Martin, jumper from Monique Jackson,
eventually leading to an 87-74 giving the Skyhawks a 39-37
loss Saturday for the Racers.
advantage at the half.
The loss ended the season
Though the Racers limited the
for Murray State (8-21, 3-13 Skyhawks to only 30.8 percent
Ohio Valley Conference), shooting in the first
half, UT
while the Skyhawks (20-9, 16Martin used 17 offensive
0 OVC)secured an undefeated
rebounds to score 16 secondseason in league play and are
chance points.
the No. 1 seed in the conferThe Skyhawks used a 21-9 run
ence tournament.
in the first 8 minutes of the secThe Skyhawks are the sixth
team to finish conference play ond period to create enough distance to hold off the Racers.
undefeated.
State's Keiona Kirby
Mur ay_
In Saturday's contest, the
scored
14
second-half points,
Racers got off to a hot start,
taking their largest lead at 13- though the Racer offense could7 after a 3-pointer from Bianca n't match UT Martin's hot
Babic with 13:22 left in the shooting throughout the rest of
the game.
first half.
In the second period, the
From there, UT Martin used
an 11-0 run over the next 5 min- Skyhawks shot 55.6 percent
utes to shift the momentum, but from the field while limiting
Murray State fought back for the Murray State to 39.3 percent.
Kirby led the Racers with 25
lead later in the opening period.
The Racers tied the game with points, while James added 14.
KYSER LOUGH / For the Ledger
a pair of free throws from Ajee James pulled down a team-high Murray State's Ke'Shunan James drives in for a layup
Smith, then retook the lead eight rebounds.
against UT Martin in the final game of the season.

in OVC Indoor Championships
While the Murray State track
and field team did not bring a
championship home, it finished
with 10 top-five, and 19 top-10
finishers.
In doing so, the team set
school and personal records at
the even held in Charleston,
Illinois.
Day Two
Vallery Korir set a personal
record and now has the third
best 3000m time at Murray State
with a time of 10:05.84.
Alicyn Hester finished seventh
and now has the fifth-best time
at Murray State when she finished in 10:08.12.
The 4x400m relay team of
Taylor Adcock, Tia Weston,
Brittany Bohn and Emma
Gilmore finished under four
minutes far only the second time
in MSU history with a time of
3:57.59.
Tonia Pratt finished fourth in
the shot put with a distance of
13.69m, while Abbie Lukens
threw 12.19m.

Hester set another personal
record in the mile when she finished in 5:03.47. Bohn finished
fourth with a time of 5:02.81,
while Emma Gilmore took
eighth at 5:03.66.
In the bOm hurdles finals,
LaShea Shaw finished in fourth
with a time of 8.56.
Day One
Korir broke the school record
and finished fifth in the 5000m
with a time of 17:16.27.
The distance medley relay
team of Brittany Bohn, Adcock,
Emma Gilmore. and Hester finished in a school record
11:59.30.
Pratt claimed second place
with a distance of 62'8.75" in
the weight throw.
Ashley Conway finished in
third with a personal record
3,624 in the pentathlon. Conway
had a season best 5'4.25" in the
high jump, while Taylor Horton
set a personal record of 5'.25".
Gilmore finished the 800m in
10th with a time of 2:18.24.

.S1CCPIREM ENICP4121MER

Murray State drops two in series against Dayton
The Racers will also open to the gap.
Ohio Valley Conference play
Dayton added two more runs
After winning the first game, with a three-game set to start in the bottom of the eighth.
the Murray State baseball team Friday against UT Martin in
The Flyers outhit the Racers
lost the next two of a three-game Murray.
11-6 in the game.
series with Dayton this weekend,
Sunday
Brandon Hicks took the loss
The games were played in
Dayton 6, Murray State 2
for MSU in his first career start.
Emerson. Georgia, after Murray
A trio of two-run innings pro- Hicks pitched 0.2 innings and
State had to cancel its previous- pelled Dayton to a 6-2 victory allowed one hit and walked a
ly scheduled games at home due over Murray State Sunday in, the batter while allowing two
to poor field conditions.
series finale.
unearned runs. John Lollar,
Murray State (3-7) returns to
Dayton jumped out to a 4-0 Cody Maerz, John Rafferty' and
action next week with a full slate lead over the Racers with two _ Andrew Brantley all pitched in
of games. The Racers travel to runs in the first and third relief. —
Lexington,
Kentucky, on innings.
Saturday
Tuesday for a 3 p.m. contest
The Murray State offense
Dayton 3, Murray State 1
with Kentucky.
came to life a bit in the fourth
In what turned out to be a batMurray State will then host its with a Dalton West solo home tle of pitching,the Racers lost 3home opener Wednesday as run to right center field. The 1 to Dayton Saturday night. The
Harris Stowe comes to Reagan Racers cut the deficit to 4-2 in Racers collected a pair of hits in
Field for a 2 p.m. game.
the fifth on a Nick Moore double the loss while UD had seven

with no scoring before Williams
From Page 9
Payne got the steal on one end, was able to score on another
then pulled up for a deep 3-point- short jumper in the lane, pushing
er in front of the Racer bench the lead to 68-62 with 51 seconds
only 3 seconds later. It pushed to play.
Williams finished with the 24th
the lead back to 9 points, though
the Skyhawks later closed the double-double of his career,scoring 15 points and grabbing 10
gap to 2.
Prohm said he told Payne to lay rebounds.
Payne added a free throw with
everything on the line for
Saturday's game, and Payne 38 seconds left, but UT Martin's
Alex Anderson nailed a 3-pointer
responded.
"I told him we're not practicing to cut the Racer lead to 69-65
Sunday, and we're only lifting with 31 ticks on the clock.
Jeffery Moss and Justin
weights Monday, so let's roll,"
Prohm said. "Let's push that Seymour added two free throws
thing and go. When we needed each, while UT Martin's only
baskets, he got himself in space scored on again on a layup from
and made great plays. That Smith as time expired.
Payne said the team never frets
(pullup 3) was a high-level shot.
He's got the freedom to do that. in tight situations because the
He's got the freedom to do a lot. Racers have built a strong foundation upon which to stand tall
He's a special talent."
After a jumper from TJ. Sapp and weather any storm.
"It's not necessarily worry, but
put the Murray State lead at 6051 with 8:27 to play, UT Martin I'll call it adversity'," Payne said.
used an 11-4 run to get within a "We're going to get hit with it.
single basket at 64-62 with 3:15 Teams are going to make their
runs. We built our foundation to
to go.
With a chance to tie, the take hits from the tsunami, so we
Skyhawks' Deville Smith missed keep taking those hits and we
a pair of free throws, and Payne keep moving forward."
That's not something that
got the rebound.
Jarvis Williams backed into the came easy, though, Prohm said.
paint at the other end, dropping It took a season of work, and it's
a long way from the team that
in a short shot under the rim.
More than a minute passed took the court at the beginning

of the season.
Murray State had to overcome
injury, academic situations, sickness and egos. Prohm said, but
they made it through, and in
impeccable fashion.
"We were a dysfunctional team
in October and November,"
Prohm said."You could watch us
and see it. On Dec. 1, they made
a commitment that they were
going to embrace what our culture and what our program stands
for, and they've done an unbelievable job representing this
program."

Maggie Glass began the scoring in the fourth with her second
home run of the day and was followed later in the frame by a
two-run double from Mallory
Young.
In the fifth, Miller and
Jocelynn Rodgers each had an
RBI-double, while Glass scored
two in the seventh with her third
long ball of the afternoon. Glass
was 2-for-4 in the game with
two runs and three RBIs, as was
Mo Ramsey.
Robinson pitched her fifth
complete game of the season to
stay unbeaten and move to 6-0
with the win. The sophomore
gave up one unearned win on
four hits with three strikeouts
over the full seven frames,

Saturday Game 1
Murray St. 12
Wright State 3
The Racers came up with eight
hits in the game, scoring two
runs in the first and third innings
and eight runs in the fifth.
Two Racers went hit home
runs in the game, with Glass
doing so in the third and
Twaddle joining her in the fifth.
Twaddle finished the game at 2for-4 with two runs and four
RBIs, while Glass was 2-for-3
with two RBIs and three runs.
Gaskey went 4.0 innings and
allowed one unearned run on two
hits and one strikeout to impmve
to 4-3. Campbell pitched the final
frame and struck out two while
giving up two run on two hits. -

From Page 9
for-2 with a run, two RBIs and a
double.
CheyAnne Gaskey got the win
in the contest and moved to 5-3
on the season by allowing just
two hits with a walk and five
strikeouts over four complete
innings. Haven Campbell tossed
the final inning and allowed one
hit with two strikeouts.
Saturday Game 2
Murray State 7
Bradley 1
In game two, Murray State
churned out 11 hits with five
going for extra bases.
Bradley was first on the board
with an unearned run in the first,
but the Races answered with
seven straight runs.

East
Eastern Kentucky
Belmont
Morehead State
Jacksonville State
Tennessee Tech
Tennessee State
Wad
Murray State
UT Martin
Eastern Illinois
SIUE
SEMO
Austin Peay

hits.
The Flyers took an early lead
in the contest, scoring in the top
of the first on a sacrifice fly.
Murray State tied the game in
the third on a Matt McGowan
sacrifice bunt that scored Brock
Downey. Both of the Racers'
hits came in the third inning.
Dayton went up 2-1 in the
eighth inning on a double to
right and added an insurance run
on another double to right field
in the ninth inning.
Brad Boegel took the loss for
the Racers in the game. dropping him to 0-2 on the season.
Boegel allowed two runs over
7.1 innings while allowing four
hits, walking one and striking
out a career-high nine batters.

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S 12th St. Murray. KY • 753-3415
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Sundays Games
L.A. Clippers 96. Chicago 86
Houston 105, Cleveland 103, OT
Portland 110. Sacramento 99
Charlotte 98, Orlando 83
Indiana 94, Philadelphia 74
Golden State 106 Boston 101
Oklahoma City 108, L.A. Lakers 101
New Orleans 99. Denver 92
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TOURNAMENT
Nashville, TN Municipal Auditorium

Friday, March 6th
AT 6:30 PM
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